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FE WELCOME
DATE: 8th August, 2013
We marked the beginning of a new chapter in the compendium of FETS through a small
welcoming ceremony for our juniors. This session included a brief powerpoint presentation
explaining the vision and mission of this year's committee. It mainly dealt on elaborating the
fact that FETS is a student body which predominantly aims at catering to the needs of our
juniors. The presentation described the work previously done by our ex committee and how
we wish to enhance the standards by making it more student friendly. Going by the saying
"Shuruat k samay kuch meetha ho jaaye", we distributed chocolates to the first years. With
the chocolates, a hand drawn map of the entire Bhavan’s premises locating every important
point was distributed thus making it easier for the first years to get accustomed to their
newly found home-SPIT.

Figure 1: FEs during the presentation

CALCULATOR OPERATING WORKSHOP FOR FE AND SE STUDENTS:
Date: 13th August, 2013
As a first step towards implementing the basic motive of the FETS committee that is to
understand the needs of the students and work to fulfill them, the committee had organized
a ‘Calculator operating workshop’ for the FE and SE students. Calculator, being an
indispensible tool for an engineer, makes it essential for engineering student to gain
expertise in various functions of the calculator. Many a times it happens that students are
not aware of some important functions of the calculator which may save a lot of time and
manual work. Knowing this, the committee organized the workshop to make the students
well versed with operations that can be performed with calculator. The workshop was
basically aimed at teaching basic to advanced functions to the students, suitable to their
needs. The workshop was conducted in FE EXTC (Room no. 107), from 4 to 6pm after the
regular classes. The presentation for the workshop was given by almost all the committee
members who took different topics. The workshop received an overwhelming response
from both the classes with 40 entries from SE and FE. The entry to the workshop was free
for all the students. After the teaching session, a small quiz cum test was given to solve in
order to test the understanding, and prizes were given to 1st two winners of the quiz.
Registrations were made from all the Departments of SPIT and the workshop turned out to
be a grand success.

Figure 2: Fe students during workshop
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CRO-DSO WORKSHOP
Date: 24th August, 2012

In order to equip students with the instruments used as the part of syllabus, the committee
had organized a ‘CRO and DSO operating workshop’ for the SE students. Oscilloscope, being
an indispensible tool for an engineer, makes it essential for engineering student to gain
expertise in its various functions. Along with the oscilloscopes even basics of function
generator were covered. The workshop was basically aimed at teaching basic to advanced
functions to the students, suitable to their needs. The workshop was conducted in SE EXTC
(Room no. 501), from 4 to 6pm after the regular classes. The presentation for the workshop
was given by Kasambe Sir (Electronics Department).He covered the basic theory of
operation of the three instruments along with their practical use in the workshop. Camera
and projector arrangements were made to project the instrument front panel real time to
give students a better understating. The workshop received an overwhelming response with
40 entries. The entry to the workshop was free for all the students. Refreshments were
provided during the workshop and Kasambe sir was given a token of gratitude by Vishal Rao
(Chairperson). Registrations were made from all the
Departments of SPIT and the workshop turned out to be a grand success.
Figure 3: Prof Kasambe giving an explanation.

Teachers DAY CELEBRATION
Date: 5th Sept, 2012
Just as F.E.T.S. conducts events for students, it organized a Teacher’s Day celebration for the
entire EXTC teaching staff, from 4 to 6 in the evening. It was attended by many staff
members and also the EXTC H.O.D, Rao Sir. The evening, as promised turned out to be great
moment for all those who were present.
A welcome speech was given by Prachi Marathe(Secretary) which beautifully echoed the
sentiments shared by all students. The speech conveyed the importance of teachers in our
day to day life and in every facet of life. Snacks and sweets were served (or distributed) to
all the professors. There was a small musical presentation for entertainment of teachers by
Anand Joshi (TE EXTC) and Nishant Ramteke (SE EXTC). Also to get teachers out of everyday
routine, games like dumb charades and tagline mania were organised. A short mimicry act
by Yatharth Sharma (PR Head) was also entertaining. All the teachers willingly participated
in and enjoyed the games. The program ended with the vote of thanks delivered by Vishal
Rao (Chairperson).
" In a completely rational society, the best of us would be teachers and the rest of us would
have to settle for something less, because passing civilization along from one generation to
the next ought to be the highest honour and the highest responsibility anyone could have. “
A big thank you to all our amazing teachers who fulfil this huge responsibility very
efficiently.

Figure 4: Anand and Nishant during performance

All Round Engineers!!
Date: 3rd September, 2012.
FETS had organized a Tech-through-fun event on 3rd September 2012 named All Round
Engineer. It was an open-for-all team event. The event received immense participation from
the entire college and so it was divided in two rounds. In Round 1 of the competition the
participants had to form a team of two and solve the puzzles which were based on the basic
knowledge of science, mathematics and computers. Out of these participants 10 teams
were selected for the Round 2 of the competition.
The Round 2 of the event had 5 tasks each representing a different branch of Engineering. It
was a time based round. The participant team to complete all the tasks properly would get a
final problem and the team which finishes first would be the winner. To avoid confusion
each team had to perform the tasks in different orders and was accompanied by volunteers
throughout the competition. The tasks were as follows:
1. Civil – This task was the first task allotted to all the teams. The teams had to build a
stable and tall structure using straws and staplers.
2. Mechanical – The participants were provided a beam balance and some coins of
different denominations. The task was to put same number of coins and have the
same total on both sides of the beam balance and get it balanced.
3. Electrical – The participants had to find the place where the main electric supply of
the college is located and while searching for it also solve an electrical circuit sum
given to them.
4. Computers – The participants had to solve three questions based on the Microsoft
Office’s Word, PowerPoint and Excel.
5. EXTC – The participants had to collect SMSs from 5 different people having their
numbers starting with specific digits.
The final problem was a puzzle which when solved would give the name of ‘Father of
Engineering.’ The event was a great success and the feedback received was remarkable.

Figure 5 Round1

Figure 6: Round 2

EXTC Library
Date: 18th September, 2013
With a view of enriching the quality of ambiance for education for all the EXTC
students, FETS initiated the development of a library on the EXTC floor itself. This
development demanded collective efforts of all the members of the committee. The tasks to
be completed included ensuring the provision of all the essential books catering to the
needs of all EXTCians, obtaining the required books from various sources, creating a
database of the books, arranging them in proper order, labelling them topic-wise and so on.
With sheer dedication we finally accomplished this task of re-establishing our mini-library
with our H.O.D. Mr. Y.S.Rao inaugurating the library on 18th September, 2012 and thereby
facilitating the EXTCians to start using their own library.

Figure 7: Rao Sir Inuagurating the library
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LINUX WORKSHOP

Date: 29 September, 2012
In association with IIT, Bombay and Spoken tutorial and under the guidance of Prof.
Dr. Y. S. Rao (Vice Principal and HOD, EXTC), a certified Linux workshop was conducted by
the FETS committee. The workshop was spread over a time span of 5 days from 24th to 29th
Sept with a qualifying test on the fifth day. The venue for the workshop was room no.008
(CP lab). The duration was from 5 pm to 7pm after the regular lectures. There were
registrations from SE and FE EXTC. The workshop aimed at teaching students the basics as
well as advanced functions and commands of Linux version Ubuntu 10.04. Linux being an
essential tool for all the engineers, it is essential to make them familiar with the utilities
provided by the operating system. Students are expected to use it extensively because of its
open source property which makes it suitable to the needs of So, considering the need of
students, it was necessary to conduct such a workshop at SPIT. Also, it would help the
students with their curriculum involving Study of Simulation softwares. The 3 day workshop
was planned very meticulously. On the first day, students were taught the basics
of linux and also basic commands. The students were taught various concepts
of Linux through pre- recorded lectures. Faculty from IIT were in continuous contact with
the ambassadors to solve any queries of the students. Video conferencing by using Skype
was used as a means to communicate with them. One more day was reserved for practice.
The test on the last day was successful with all the students being qualified. The students
who successfully completed the workshop will be awarded certificates from IIT Bombay.
Swapnil More, the ambassador from IIT, Bombay for helped us in establishing effective
contacts with Faculty from IIT and also assisted us in arranging the workshop.

Figure 8: Students during the workshop

ALL ROUND ENGINEERS!!
Date: 4th February, 2013

This event was aimed at developing and testing overall skills and practical approach of the
participants. The event consisted of tasks to test the practical applications of theoretical
knowledge acquired through various engineering faculties/streams. The event consisted of
two rounds. The participants were grouped in teams of two for both the rounds. Round 1
was for elimination and participants were tested through a mobile quiz. The questions were
based on logical and quantitative reasoning and also tested the speed of the participants. 10
teams were selected out of all the participants based on number of correct answers and
time. These teams competed in Round 2. Round 2 was like a ‘Treasure Hunt’ where teams
had to find their way around the campus to the final destination with help of ingeniously
knit clue web. The ten teams were divided into 2 groups: Group A and Group B. Two
different routes were designed for each group. At the start of round two all the teams were
given a card containing the clue for their next ‘Pit point’. They had to guess the correct place
and reach there to move ahead. At every Pit point a committee member was stationed. To
get the next clue, they were supposed to perform a task which tested them on various
engineering concepts. The one team from each group to reach the final destination first
after successfully completing all the tasks and correctly guessing all the clues was taken to
be the winner. To choose a winner amongst the two, a rapid-fire Quiz round was held at
the final destination. The winner of the quiz was declared to be the winner of the event.
Both the finalists were given cash prizes for their excellent efforts.

Figure 9: Participants during a task

Workshop on Xilinx Simulink based Programming
Date: 23rd March, 2013
With a view of introducing EXTC students to FPGA programming using MATLAB
Simulink, a one day hands-on workshop was organised by FETS. Ex student Bhavin Kamdar
was the resource person for the workshop. The workshop was divided into two sessions. In
the first half of workshop, he brushed up previous concepts of binary logic, frequency
spectrum, gates, PLDs and PLAs. A presentation was given by Bhavin to introduce everyone
to the concept of FPGAs and their programming. In the second half, everyone was given
FPGA kits to work on. The programming of the kit was done using Xilinx toolbox in MATLAB.
Bhavin explained the working of various simulink components used for FPGA also
demonstrated the circuit designing method using simulink Everyone implemented a circuit
on kit under guidance of Prof D.S. Sawant and Bhavin. The provision for breakfast and lunch
was also made for the workshop. The workshop received an overwhelming response. There
were many registrations from outside colleges. All the attendees were given a certificate as
an appreciation of their hard work and dedication.

Figure 10: Students during Presentation

PCB Designing Workshop
Date: 28th March, 2013
Practical projects along with regular theoretical studies are an integral part of
Engineering. In order to encourage and help students with hardware projects FETS
organised an introductory hands-on workshop on PCB designing. The workshop was
conducted by Nisarg Shah, a BE ETRX student well versed with PCB designing software’EAGLE’.The workshop was basically aimed at SE students. The students present were asked
to get a circuit diagram they wish to implement.Nisarg explained and demonstrated the use
of various EAGLE libraries to place components on the board to implement the desired
circuit. He properly guided them through all the functions to get a final board file for making
a PCB of their circuits.After the hands-on EAGLE session, a meticulously made presentation
was given by Yatharth Sharma, a FETS committee member and TE EXTC student, on ‘Steps of
PCB making’. The presentation was an attempt to educate students about the correct
procedure of developing a printed circuit board of their circuit design. Entry to the
workshop was free for everyone. At the end of the workshop, Nisarg was given a small

token of gratitude for sparing his time and sharing his knowledge with us.

Figure 11: Nisarg during a presentation
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A Seminar on ‘The Making of a TELEVISION’
Date: 2nd April, 2013.
With a view to provide a practical aspect to the otherwise theoretical subject TELEVISION AND VIDEO ENGINEERING, F.E.T.S. organized a seminar encompassing the
advancements in the field of Television on 2nd April 2013 in Room no. 008, Seminar Hall..
The seminar was conducted by Mr. Shyam Salunkhe, senior engineer at Onida Company Ltd.
The seminar started off with the initial developments in the field of television, with
conceptual expansion and progression starting from scanning lines, rate and types of
scanning, aspect ratio and so on. The seminar continued further into other forms of
television like LEDs, LCDs, and OLEDs. New generation televisions like ‘Smart TVs’, ‘WiDi
enabled Television’, ‘Gesture Controlled and intuitive TVs were also introduced ’to the
attendees. Also ongoing research and future trends in TV technology were discussed. The
basic concepts of microcontroller architecture and its working were also taught.

Figure 12: Mr. Shayam Salunkhe during the seminar.

BE FAREWELL
Date: 18th April, 2013
As a souvenir of the new beginning, FETS organized a FAREWELL ceremony to bid goodbye
to our seniors on 18th April '13. The function began with our Principal, Vice-principal and
H.O.D. addressing the gathering by sharing their words of wisdom. Keeping in mind the child
within everyone, the seniors were made to play some fun filled games with chocolates and
toffees as the prizes for the winners. This was followed by prize distribution ceremony,
which was a light hearted session of distributing awards to the winners in categories such as
"best artist", "all round engineer", "best sportsman" etc. The main aim of this award session
was to acknowledge every form of talent an individual possessed in different forms. This
session was followed by the highlight of this farewell ceremony-"DJ". Shedding all the
inhibitions everyone present for the evening danced their hearts out to the tunes of various
bollywood songs. Meanwhile, dinner consisting of all-time-savoured delicacies like pani puri,
chinese bhel were served with soft drinks. With a view to add a pinch, in the existing ocean
of sweet memories, FETS distributed T-shirts as a memento. With a FAIRWELL message
every junior bid his senior goodbye and wished them a prosperous life ahead. This marked
the end of the farewell ceremony, the beginning of a new chapter in the lives of our senior.
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VISIT TO SAHYADRI DOORDARSHAN CENTRE
Date: 18 April, 2013
An Industrial Visit to Sahyadri Doordarshan Centre was co-ordinated by Prof Vijaya Kamble
as an ancillary to TV syllabus for TE EXTC students along with FETS. Reporting time for the
I.V. was 10.30 A.M. The IV was guided by two professional experts and Sr. engineer Mr.
Shyam Masurkar and Mr Mahajan. Sr. Engg Mr.Mahajan explained Transmitter unit and
Antennae while Sr. Engg Mr.Masurkar explained rest of the things listed below.
This report explains following in detail:










Antennae(in the campus)
Demonstration on ENG camera
OB VAN (Outdoor shooting)
Studio and live news shooting (4th floor)
Editing and playback room(3rd floor)
Production control Room (c-1,5th floor)
MSR(Master switching room,3rd floor)
Recording of a show(2nd floor)
Main transmitter unit(Last floor)

(1) Antennae: Many Antennae were seen in the campus. Few antennae like two yagi (5element, folded dipole feed) and 3parabolic reflector antennae were observed at
the entrance. Moreover, different types of antennae were observed on the terrace
adjacent to the transmitting unit like Dish antenna (with horn antenna feed, in
cassegrain configuration), Yagi antenna and dipole antenna. Main transmitting
antenna tower was 1000ft long. Many dedicated reflector antennae were used for
reception (to downlink DD channel from Delhi, etc).
(2) Demonstration on ENG camera: ENG camera is a basic camera used to capture an
accident or an event. It is a news gathering camera.
It consists of a zooming lens, eyepiece, magnification, balancing shoulder and focus
lens. Moreover, it was an Camcorder. Sr. Engg Mr.Masurkar demonstrated ENG
camera.
He showed different types of camera shots like close-up, long shot, Top angle shot.
He explained the use of reflectors. They are used to show the depth of field and to
avoid shadow on the capturing object (while outdoor shooting in sunlight).
He explained us the concept of key light. Basically, it is used to kill shadow. it is also
known as soft light. Backlight is the hard light, to create difference between
background and soft light.

He explained Color temperature. Color temperature for indoor is 3200 while
outdoor (sun) is 5600.
He also explained regarding panning of camera. They are of 4 types: Pan right, left,
top and bottom. for example: if a camera is panned right, we will see the view from
left to right on TV set, vice-versa for left panning. Darkness (black) can be brought by
blocking the camera from light or by closing the slot (manually).Sequential scanning
is used in ENG camera.
Features of ENG:
1) Any shot from any angle can be made
2) Camera is portable
3) Needs battery supply
4) Cost: 20 lakhs
(3) OB VAN: OB Van is used for outdoor shooting. It consisted of 10 ENG camera set,
intercom connection (to direct the reporter), editing and monitoring room which
consisted of various monitors to view different camera views. Sound adjustment,
white and black adjustments can be done in this van itself simultaneously while
shooting.

(4) STUDIO AND LIVE NEWS SHOOTING (4th floor): We observed a studio. It was well
equipped and maintained acoustics. We saw microphone and a highly technical
camera to shoot live news. This camera was CANON AUTOSCRIPT SUPER-21.
This camera has an auto zooming and focus control in the hand pedal itself (i.e,
manual control)
(5) PRODUCTION CONTROL ROOM (c-1,5th floor): this room basically monitors two
studio rooms (CCD-1 and CCD-2). Also, setting of pedestal height, black and white
level settings, contrast setting can be done here.CCD-1 and 2 can be combined here
also. Editing and effects (like a man vanishing in thin air (such things are seen in
Ramayana /Mahabharata serial!!), arrow fighting) can be given using software
ALLADIN PRO.
Sr. Engg Mr.Masurkar demonstrated this.

(6) EDITING AND PLAYBACK ROOM (3RD FLOOR): It was a recording room. We saw
cassettes in which shows were recorded. Also, one can forward, still or action replay
and edit the recorded audio/video. All PANASONIC and SONY Company’s
equipments were used. Basic audio recording in ENG camera and also in this room is
done on magnetic tapes coated with ferric oxide layer.

(7) MSR (MASTER SWITCHING ROOM, 3RD FLOOR): It is a transmitter and receiver
checkroom because whatever programs which are uplinked and down linked, can be
viewed here. Delhi DD programs are down-linked and Sahyadri channel programs
which are uplinked, can be monitored in this room.
The block diagram of MSR room is:

(8) MAIN TRANSMITTER UNIT (LAST FLOOR): Sr. Engg Mr.Mahajan introduced the main
transmitter room. The room was well air-conditioned.
HF carrier (OFC) generator, video/audio signal, Modulators (AM-video, FMsound),Data compression circuits were installed. The transmission scheme adopted
was PAL –D. The unit has high-power handling waveguides made up of copper.
SAHYADRI SATELLITE INSTALLATION DETAILS:
1) Elevation angle: 57 deg
2) Azimuth angle: 130 deg
3) U/L freq: 6016 M
4) D/L freq: 3791M
5) Location: 93.5 deg east
6) FEC: 3/4
Satellite has coverage of 60 km.

Dish antenna (with horn antenna feed, in cassegrain configuration), Yagi antenna,
dipole antenna are used. Main transmitting antenna tower is 1000ft long. Many
dedicated reflector antennae were used for reception (to downlink DD channel from
Delhi, etc).

Figure 13: Sr Eng Mahajan Explaining about antennas used

Figure 14 Students at the Industrial visit

